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These hadith and sayings encourage an overall positive and optimistic
outlook in life. The smile on an individual’s
face is an essential manifestation of that
outlook. Rasulullah said: "When a mumin
meets his brother mumin, he should call out
the salaam greeting to him, grasp his hand,
and look at him with a happy face. This
applies to our interactions with fellow
Mumineen but also applies to how we meet
and greet people in all aspects of our life. To
this effect, Amirul Mumineen has said, “be
smiling and happy with everyone” (al-bishru
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of solitude and wept uncontrollably. I remained like this for days, and
whenever my heart was heavy and my fortitude failed me, I went to
that place of solitude to weep.
The news of Mansur Imam’s wafaat then became known. Day
after day I saw that Moiz Imam was resolute in sabar and appeared
stronger. I knew very well how close Moiz Imam was to Mansur Imam
and for that I was extremely anxious for Moiz Imam’s wellbeing after Mansur Imam’s wafaat. I realized that Moiz Imam’s fortitude and
steadfastness was due to the strength of the
Imamate that had now passed to him. I, however, could not control my grief and sadness.
Moiz Imam’s sabar and his fortitude eased
some of my pain.
I think Moiz Imam must have seen my
state of inconsolable sadness and sorrow. One
day he sent me a note in his own blessed handwriting: “Nu’man, seek refuge in sabar and
solace. Your Maula has passed and your Maula
remains. You will find in me what you found in
him. I was your path to him and your path to me will remain clear inshaallah. Rest assured and be comforted and anticipate all good from
and find solace in what you seek from us. As I struggled with grief,
with the strength of Allah’s ta’yeed Moiz Imam consoled me.
After the wafaat of the 51st Dai Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA,
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA was in the khidmat of the 52nd
Dai Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA day and night. During that
time of overwhelming grief, Syedna Qutbuddin did araz to Syedna
Burhanuddin these words of Imam Moiz “your Maula has passed,
your Maula remains” (maulaka mada wa maulaka baqi).

Following the wafaat of Syedna Burhanuddin just a short two
years ago, we sought refuge from our grief in sabar and sought
strength from Syedna Qutbuddin. We remembered these words
“your Maula has passed, your Maula remains.”
Barely having come to terms with the wafaat of Syedna Burhanuddin, today we face the reality of Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat. The
grief is insurmountable. Syedna Qutbuddin’s memories and presence will remain with us till our last breath. Syedna Taher Fakhruddin’s TUS fortitude and steadfastness are due
to the strength of the Daiship that has now
passed to him. Our sorrow is inconsolable. But
in this heartbreaking time, we seek refuge in
Syedna Qutbuddin’s successor and say “our
Maula has passed, our Maula remains.”
May Allah Ta’ala raise Syedna Qutbuddin’s ruh Mubarak in the highest echelons of
Jannat. May he continue to bestow us with his
nazaraat from the ruhani hazrat of Imamuzzaman SA. May his life continue to inspire us to
follow his example with resolve and fortitude.
May Allah Ta’ala keep Syedna Fakhruddin in his hifazat till
the end of days. May we draw strength for sabar from his Imami
strength. May we continue to see in him Maulana Qutbuddin’s noor
and suroor.
May we find solace in what Moiz Imam advised Syedna al-Qadi
al-Nu’man on another occasion after Mansur Imam’s wafaat, “even
if the physical (jismani) hallowed person is no longer in front of our
eyes and has risen to Allah Ta’ala’s remhat, the spiritual (ruhani) essence continues without interruption.”

Sadaqallah Video

Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS Sadaqallah
Video with English translation
This video is of the first sadaqallah majlis presided over by
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS. While reciting the sadaqallah doa, Syedna
Fakhruddin recalled the multiple and manifest virtues of Syedna
Qutbuddin, including his compassion and shafaqat on Mumineen,
his dedication to the service of Imamuz-zaman, his establishment
of a clear argument and hujjat, and Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s statement “Khuzaima is mustajaabud-doa”. Mumineen were moved to
hear Syedna Fakhruddin eulogising his predecessor and father –
especially because the virtues extolled rang true in their hearts.
The video is presented with English translation on FatemiDawat.com. Mumineen should listen to this video each day after
khatmul Quran.

The video has also been uploaded to Vimeo click here to view.

Marsiya

In Remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin
RA by Shehzadi Dr. Tahera baisaheba
This Dawat ni Zabaan salaam is written by Shzd Dr Bazat
Tahera Bensaab in shaan and remembrance of Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin RA. The marsiya has been presented on FatemiDawat.
com with a video and audio of its recitation during khatmul Quran
majlis in Darus Sakina.
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Address to Mumineen in Yemen

Video of Syedna Fakhruddin TUS
Address in Arabic to Mumineen in
Yemen
This week we present this video of Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS
bayaan mubarak in which he has addressed Mumineen in Yemen in
Arabic regarding the wafaat of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA.
Syedna Fakhruddin recalls the shanaat of the 53rd dai, his himmat, his sabr, his shafaqat on Mumineen, and his doa-e-mustajab.
He also narrated the manner in which his father Syedna Qutbuddin
performed Nass on him on 27th Muharram, 1437H, on the Urus
mubarak of Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed. Click here to view the
video on FatemiDawat.com

The video has also been uploaded to Vimeo click here to view.

Announcement & Amal Details

Ayyamul Beez

Syedna Taher
Fakhruddin TUS will observe rozas on the 13th,
14th and 15th of Rajab
as per the Irshaad of
Imam Ja’farus-Sadiq SA.
Mumineen are encouraged to do roza on these
auspicious days and pray
namaz and Das Surat on
the 15th of Rajab.
On Thursday, 15th Rajab (21st April) Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Salatuz-Zawaal and Zohr Asar Namaz in Darus
Sakina, Thane, followed by Das-Surat Tilawat and wasila.
In 1435H, Shz Dr. Aziz Bhaisaheb wrote this article about
the signifance and meaning of rozu and namaz during these three
days. Mumineen are urged to follow these Amal Details:

13th Rajab – Wiladat Maulana Ali SA
• Pray Khatmul Quran
• View sadaqallah video
• Recite salaam and qasida composed by Syedna Fakhruddin
TUS in remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin RA
• Mumineen should recite ‘Asamiyyazil’ Qasida composed by
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA (presented with English translation).
15th Rajab
• Pray namaaz at Zawaal and do amal as per the instructions in
the Sahifa.
• Pray Das Surat - Mumineen may pray Das Surat in their Quran
Majeed while listening to Tilawat audio (recitation by Shz Dr.
Aziz Bhaisaheb). Audios of all surats are presented on
FatemiDawat.com
• Pray Sadaqalla doa and listen to Wasila by Maulana Qutbuddin RA.

• Recite Sadaqalla Doa (recording of Syedna Qutbuddin RA).
• Wasila Mubaraka by Syedna Qutbuddin RA on 15th Rajab
1399H Mumbai-Badri Mahal Masjid (37 min)

Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyya – Syedna TUS First Waaz Live Broadcast/Relay
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Maghrib Isha namaaz
and preside over Khatmul Quran Majlis at Darus Sakina, Thane, on
the eve of the 17th, 18th and 19th of Rajab (22nd, 23rd and 24th
April), Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyyah, the auspicious days of the
urus of the 51st Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA.
On the eve of the urus, 19mi Raat (24th April-Sunday),
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS will deliver his first waaz after becoming
Dai al-Mutlaq. Urus Majlis will begin at 7.30pm and waaz Mubarak
will begin at 8.00pm and end at 9.30pm inshaallah. Urus Majlis
and waaz will be broadcast live. Mumineen are urged to take this
great opportunity to garner barakaat by listening to the bayaan of
the Aalim of Aale Mohammed, the successor to the knowledge of
Du’aat Mutlaqeen, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin.
Mumineen are urged to follow these amal details published
on FatemiDawat.com.
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Mab’as Waaz & First Misaq
On Tuesday evening of Rajab 27 1437H/ May 3 2016, Syedna
Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Mab’as day Majlis and will
deliver bayaan at 4:00PM in Darus Sakina, Thane. Syedna TUS will
also take the first Misaaq of Mumineen and Muminaat.
Each Haq-na-Dai takes Misaaq of Mumineen, when he
ascends the gaadi of Dawat. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA has
passed away to the Higher Abode. His successor, waaris, Syedna

Taher Fakhruddin TUS, will take Misaaq of Mumineen on the
mubarak occasion of Mab’as Day, Tuesday, 27th Rajab. It is waajib,
on all Mumineen to give Misaaq to the Haq na Dai when he takes
his first Misaaq. If it is not possible for any at this time, they should
come and give Misaaq as soon as possible.
Amal details for Meraj night and Mab’as day will be published in Sijill 115 inshallah.

Qasida & Translation

Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS Salaam in Remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin RA
This Arabic marsiya
is written by Syedna Taher
Fakhruddin TUS in shaan and
remembrance of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. The
marsiya has been translated
into Dawat ni Zaban as well
as English. Moulana Fakhruddin has written this qasida
mubaraka in the tradition
of his predecessors. Syedna
Taher Saifuddin RA wrote a
salaam in remembrance of
Syedna Abdullah Badruddin
RA ‘Alayka Salaamul-laahe
ya Badradeenena’ and Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA wrote a salaam in
remembrance of Syedna Taher
Saifuddin RA ‘Alayka Salaamul-laahe daaban mu’abbada’. Syedna
Qutbuddin began his salaam in remembrance of Syedna Burhanuddin RA with the verse ‘Alayka salaamul-laahe Burhanadeenena’.
Click here to view the full qasida with Dawat ni Zabaan and
English translation and audio recording.

Below are a few excerpts from the English translation of the
qasida:
Salaam to you, Maula Qutbuddin! / Source of all goodness, lavish in gifts
Salaam to you, Maula Qutbuddin! / Your virtue shone
forth like the sun
...
Salaam to you, son of Syedna Taher Saifuddin! / Possessor of the highest virtues, O you who hears our call.
Salaam to you, heir of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin! His one and only Mansoos.
You have gone from our midst! / I will always grieve
your separation
You ascended to the celestial courtyard / To remain forever in Imam uz zaman’s protection.
Your like did not exist in ages past / And in the eons to
come, will not be born

News & Events

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s RA Janaza Namaaz and Dafan
The 23rd day of Jumadil Ukhra, 1437H will forever be etched
in the hearts of Mumineen as the day our beloved Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA joined Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA in the hazrat of Imamuz Zamaan AS.
While Mumineen mourned the wafaat of Syedna Qutbuddin, surely
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin
must be rejoicing that their most beloved son (al-walad-ul-ahabb)
has joined them in the highest ranks of Jannat.
In keeping with Syedna Qutbuddin’s wishes, after the suyum
majlis it was announced that Syedna Qutbuddin’s janasheen and
successor, Syedna abu Khuzaima Taher Fakhruddin TUS had resolved to bring Syedna Qutbuddin’s janaza mubaraka to Mumbai.
On 3rd Rajab us Asab, Syedna Fakhruddin arrived Mumbai
with the janaza mubaraka. Since the wafaat of Syedna Burhanuddin, it had always been Syedna Qutbuddin’s ardent wish to perform the ziarat of his father, Syedna Taher Saifuddin and his naas,
Syedna Burhanuddin. It was on this day that his wish was to be
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fulfilled when Syedna Fakhruddin and other family members travelled with the janaza mubaraka to Raudat Tahera by helicopter and
performed tawaaf of the qubba mubaraka from the skies above.
The next day, the auspicious day of Syedna Noor Mohammed
Nooruddin RA Urus Mubarak, was the day of Syedna Qutbuddin’s
final journey.
On the afternoon of 4th Rajab, Mumineen were drawn
in large numbers from all over the world by their mohabbat for
Syedna Qutbuddin to Darus Sakina, and when Syedna Fakhruddin
led the call to janaza namaaz there was an outpouring of emotion
from all present. Just a few short months ago, we had gathered in
the very same khaymah to hear Syedna Qutbuddin’s waaz during Ashara Mubaraka, and the echoes of his kalemaat nooraniyah
were still clear in the ears of Mumineen, and the memories of the
life-lessons imparted still fresh.
Each and every Mumin present had an opportunity to participate in carrying the janaza mubaraka,
and as they proceeded with the janaza
toward its’ final resting place, a quiet
breeze flowed through the air.
Just the night before, divine providence (inayat ilahiyah) provided from
Syedna Qutbuddin’s khazanah the most
appropriate cloth to drape over the kafan
– the very same piece of cloth formerly
draped over the Kabatullah which was
used to drape the janaza mubaraka of
Syedna Taher Saifuddin.
As Mumineen proceeded with the
janaza, with heavy hearts came the realization that this would be Syedna Qutbuddin’s last journey – maula
hamesha waste padhari jai che! However, they drew strength from
the knowledge that if they wanted to see Syedna Qutbuddin again,
all they need do is look towards his mansoos, Syedna Fakhruddin.
After Syedna Fakhruddin completed the dafan, each Mumin
present obtained the sharaf of pouring earth into the qabar
mubarak. After Syedna Fakhruddin performed the ziarat for the
first time, sadaqallah majlis was held. While reciting the sadaqallah
doa, Syedna Fakhruddin recalled the multiple and manifest virtues
of Syedna Qutbuddin, including his compassion and shafaqat on
Mumineen, his dedication to the service of Imamuz-zaman, his
establishment of a clear argument and hujjat, and Syedna Taher
Saifuddin’s statement “Khuzaima is mustajaabud-doa”. Mumineen

were moved to hear Syedna Fakhruddin eulogising his predecessor
and father – especially because the virtues extolled rang true in
their hearts.
Tilawat of a qasida and salaam in remembrance of Syedna
Qutbuddin, composed by Syedna Fakhruddin was then done in majlis. While it is impossible to summarize the abyaat in such a short
space, one of the many facets of the qasida focused on Syedna
Qutbuddin’s status as the only mansoos of Syedna Burhanuddin.
While some lay claim that the word of Allah can be changed on a
whim, we mumineen understand that in matters of succession, the
word of Allah is not only firm and resolute but predetermined from
the beginning of time.
After the sadaqallah majlis, all Mumineen, Muslimeen, and
other members of the wider community present were able to offer taaziyat and condolences to Syedna Fakhruddin and to other
family members. Syedna Qutbuddin had touched the lives of us all
in so many unique ways that all present
recounted their memories and personal
experiences to Syedna Fakhruddin and
family members. Syedna Qutbuddin had
also imbibed upon us through his own
example the virtues of truth and forbearance, and it is these very values that help
us through these difficult times.
The bond shared by all being not
only our mohabbat for Syedna Qutbuddin, but also and more importantly his
unceasing love for us. Apart from those
present, taaziyat messages were received
from all over the world from those
Mumineen and well-wishers who could not be present in person.
Fateha Jaman was also served, and mumineen continued to
offer taaziyat and share their experiences with members of Syedna
Qutbuddin’s qasr until maghrib. Syedna Fakhruddin then led imamat namaaz, and proceeded for ziarat.
Despite the sadness we all felt after Syedna Qutbuddin’s
wafaat, we take immense solace that he has prepared his son and
successor, Syedna abu Khuzaima Taher Fakhruddin as a likeness
of himself, a shining exemplar for us all – one who guides us that
our best commemoration of Syedna Qutbuddin’s life is to continue
along the same path that he has so carefully guided us along and
continue his legacy.

Legal Update

Bombay High Court Update 6th April 2016
On the 6th of April the Hon’ble High Court cleared the
planned dates of cross examination due to the sad passing of His
Holiness Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, on March 30, 2016.
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will consult with his legal advisors
and then guide us on the path forward.
Further Update
It is hereby clarified that the Hon’ble High Court has not
passed any order declaring that the suit filed by Syedna Qutbuddin
has abated. The Hon’ble High Court has merely cancelled the dates
which were reserved for hearing of the suit.
As per the legal advice received by us, the scheme of the law
is that the legal representative of the original plaintiff (in our case
the legal representative of Syedna Qutbuddin RA) can make an
application to be brought on record as plaintiff within 90 days. The
law provides that the suit abates only on the expiry of the 90

days from the date of the death of Syedna Qutbuddin RA if no such
application is made.
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Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
Click here to read more

Most Beloved Son
This website is about the personal
experiences and interaction of mumineen with Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA during the time when he was
Mazoon-e-Dawat.
Click here to read more

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com
Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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